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Abstract: Controlling feedback control systems in continuous action spaces
has always been a challenging problem. Nevertheless, reinforcement learning
is mainly an area of artificial intelligence (AI) because it has been used in
process control for more than a decade. However, the existing algorithms
are unable to provide satisfactory results. Therefore, this research uses a
reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm to manage the control system. We
propose an adaptive speed control of the motor system based on depth deterministic strategy gradient (DDPG). The actor-critic scenario using DDPG
is implemented to build the RL agent. In addition, a framework has been
created for traditional feedback control systems to make RL implementation
easier for control systems. The RL algorithms are robust and proficient in
using trial and error to search for the best strategy. Our proposed algorithm
is a deep deterministic policy gradient, in which a large amount of training
data trains the agent. Once the system is trained, the agent can automatically adjust the control parameters. The algorithm has been developed using
Python 3.6 and the simulation results are evaluated in the MATLAB/Simulink
environment. The performance of the proposed RL algorithm is compared
with a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller and a linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) controller. The simulation results of the proposed scheme are
promising for the feedback control problems.
Keywords: Feedback control systems; reinforcement learning; artificial
intelligence

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning is a leading neural network method used to train and process intelligent
decisions to optimize a control system. It allows agents/bots to learn through trial and error search
by interacting with the environment using a reward function. In recent years, RL has played a vital
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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role by making significant contributions to process control. An extensive literature survey led us to
conclude that the existing algorithms cannot handle the control problems entirely and accurately.
Therefore, it is exciting to use model-free RL for model-free optimal control in the continuous
domain. Different controllers are used In the process industry, including proportional controllers,
prediction-based controllers, and model predictive controllers (MPC). The shortcomings in the classic
controller design are 1) designing a controller requires careful analysis of process dynamics, which
is a time-consuming design process. 2) PID, fuzzy logic controller and MPC, need to design an
abstract mathematical model. 3) pre-defined control laws are required to meet design standards. 4)
the controller usually requires continuous maintenance. We have designed a universal controller to
overcome the prescribed shortcomings. This controller can accurately learn the feedback control law
from the data. We have introduced RL algorithm into the control system performed as an effective
method to make the controller proficient in automatic learning. Since RL methods are model-free, they
use Actor-Critic (AC) scenarios to learn closed-loop control laws directly through collaboration with
factories or systems without prominent model recognition. We have considered a 2D MIMO system for
testing the proposed RL-based algorithm. Most of the existing methods use traditional P, PI, and PID
for inspection, facilitating comparative analysis of testing and verification. Moreover, proportional
integral derivative (PID) has been selected because of its low price and easy implementation in a linear
system. In addition, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is also used as an optimal control regulator
to track the reference point better. The application of RL requires a simulator for exploration and
action simulation for learning. The most common RL simulators are OpenAI Gym based on Python,
a deep-thinking control suite based on Python and MuJoCo engines, and a unified machine-learning
agent for unified game engines. The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A server (using Python) and a client (Simulink-based framework) are developed to implement
RL algorithms as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) by taking advantage of RL in control
systems.
• We have designed and implemented a reusable architecture to set the RL algorithm as a direct
adaptive model-free optimal controller for modeling and control the system environment.
• Moreover, the proposed architecture has been tested on Single Input Single Output (SISO)
direct current motor speed control and two-dimensional motion of Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) systems. In addition, we have analyzed the performance of the proposed
algorithm using a (PID) controller and (LQR).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the literature review has been summarized.
Section 3 illustrates the control algorithm and the proposed system. Moreover, Section 4 presents the
simulation results for the proposed approach. In the last section, the conclusions of this work are
drawn.
2 Literature Review

In the existing literature, neural networks and deep learning have extensively used RL to solve
control problems [1]. In 2015, the Google DeepMind team proposed a deep reinforcement learning
algorithm-Deep Q Network (DQN) [2], which insists on its recognition and hegemony in Atari 2600
[3], StarCraft, Go [4] and other games. In [5], the author focused on these algorithms, namely A3C,
DDPG, and D4PG, and used the Actor-Critic (AC) method to learn closed-loop control laws directly
from collaboration with factories or systems without prominent model recognition. In [6], the motion
space problem has been resolved by using a DDPG algorithm as a replay buffer. In [7], the authors
proposed an RL algorithm to optimize the tracking and control of a completely unknown nonlinear
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system. We can find an actor-critic framework based on the DDPG algorithm in [8], which facilitates
tracking stability by adapting to uncertainty and interference. In [9–11], the authors have developed a
DDPG algorithm to improve accuracy that performs better than PID controllers. Moreover, authors
in [12] have proposed a push-pull converter and a fuzzy logic-based maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithm to ensure that the total amount of incident energy is extracted. In [13], the author
combines strategy-based and value-based methods in a non-policy and stable model-free deep learning
algorithm.
In further, [14] proposed a deep RL algorithm based on near-end Actor-Critic for feedback control
applications. A prototype model is also designed to monitor the climatic parameters and light intensity
in a greenhouse environment that comprises of a sensor network-based (SN) node and a Raspberry
Pi-based embedded system (ES) [15]. A framework to optimize the training process and performance
improvement has been proposed in [16,17] using m-out-of-n bootstrapping and aggregating multiple
DDPGs for experimental verification. However, most RL tasks make iterative training data, which
runs counter to the assumption of the independent and identical distribution of training samples, so
it becomes challenging to learn the optimal strategy. We propose a universal controller, which can
accurately learn feedback control laws from data, and requires marginal adjustments for different
application areas, namely linear/nonlinear, deterministic/random System, SSISO/MIMO, to set point
tracking and monitoring issues.
3 Control Algorithms

For the Model-free RL continuous (infinite) action and continuous (infinite) state-space, actorcritic methods are best suited to optimize the continuous domain. The actor πθ (a/s) accepts a state
and outputs an action and is parametrized by weight θ. The critic Qω (s, a) accepts a state and outputs
a predicted Q-value and is parametrized by weight ω. Again, this could be a different type of value
function depending on the chosen loss. The value-based neural network (NN) is called a critic and
policy-based NN, hence, called an ‘actor’ that gives the policy by selecting an action. Further, the
selected actions and states are given to the critic to estimate the value/quality. This estimation is used
in cost function improvement of the actor by giving feedback on how good the action was taken. Both
NNs are updated and help each other out in bootstrapping. The extensive literature survey shows
that the A3C [18], DDPG [19], TRPO [20], and PPO algorithms are variants of AC [21]; however,
DDPG and PPO are the most popular. Almost all deep RL methods for continuous control use
AC architecture i.e., two NN, a DQN critic, and a policy Gradient Actor. The recent works keep
on adding new mechanisms to enhance the training of deep NN based on recent findings in deep
learning i.e., experience replay [22], hindsight experience replay [23], dueling networks [24], gradient
descent methods and asynchronous parallel implementations, etc. However, the deep RL is mostly
about DNN that improves the performance up to the optimum level. The focus of this work is also on
DDPG for the continuous domain.
3.1 Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG)

DDPG is an actor-critic method for continuous action space proposed by [25] that uses deterministic policy gradients to adjust NN and experience replay. It is an off-strategy algorithm based on a
value function, and it learns the function by deriving the optimal strategy. Moreover, DDPG algorithm
provides stable learning because it has a target value and a learning strategy. Therefore, exploration
and learning remain separated. The prescribed method requires an AC architecture and learning
algorithms to deal directly with more complex problems and massive networks. Fig. 1 illustrates some
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conditions of the DDPG algorithm since it is a model-free reinforcement-learning model that needs
many training sets or more simulation time to find the best strategy for solving complex problems.

Figure 1: DDPG algorithm [25]
3.2 Proposed Reinforcement Learning SIMULINK Framework

In this paper, the adaptive speed control of the DC motor system (based on the DDPG algorithm)
has been proposed. A communication scenario implemented to build the RL agent is presented in
Fig. 2. Moreover, the reward function is defined under the assumption that the speed control error
of the DC motor can be tracked. The state is limited in which the RL agent can act according to the
optimal strategy by obtaining the maximum reward function while keeping the tracking error close to
zero. This self-learning algorithm is far superior to the fixed parameters of PID. The RL preprocessing
is the first part of the system, as shown in Fig. 2. It writes the state of the factory into a file on the
Python RL server and waits for it to be written into the operation file. Its state and actions are passed
to the next block. If it is the first step of a plot, the system’s initial state is also set in it.
Additionally, the system takes the actions given by the RL model for the current time step in the
plant block. It further updates the system state and propagates the new state. It needs to be covered
to use different devices. In this study, the device model is a DC motor, and the device block of the DC
motor model must be updated. The reward Gen block adopts the previous state, newly updated state,
and further take actions to give rewards in the last state. The RL post-processing writes the new status
and rewards into the file read by the RL server. Data storage and memory blocks are used as global
variables for data persistence between blocks. The basic structure of an RL Server code is similar to the
pseudo-code required to change the setup parameters while creating model and updating the model
in code template.
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Figure 2: Simulink model architecture
3.3 Design Requirement

The design requirement of the proposed scheme is to create an RL framework that meets the
required speed of DC motor that should be 50 rpm/sec to minimize errors and create ease in using the
control system in RL. Therefore, the 50 rpm/s is provided to the system to reduce error in the direction
of the optimal value. Tab. 1 lists the DC motor parameters.
Table 1: Similarities between RL and control system
Parameters

Values

Units

R
L
Km
Kb
Kf
J

2.0
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.02

Ohms
Henrys
Torque constant
Back emf constant
Nm’s
Kg.m2 /s2

The MIMO system chosen for the DDPG experiment is a simple 2D motion. A two-degree-offreedom (2-DOF) system must move along the x-axis and y-axis to reach the reference x and y states
by treating the error only as of the RL model’s state. The length of the action vector is 2, the delta x in
the range [–1, 1] is added to the position x, and the delta y in the range [–1, 1] is added. It uses the 2D
state [x, reference(x)] and [y, reference(y)] as the MS, and the 2D state [error] as the S. It is achieved
by creating an architecture that integrates the MDP used in RL into the traditional feedback control
system [26]. Since the work of the motor involves continuous action space, an algorithm is needed
to obtain satisfactory results for the continuous action space. The DDPG meets this prerequisite
because it requires a straightforward actor-critic architecture and learning algorithm, which is easy
to implement and suitable for scalability. Therefore, it has been selected for the testing of the RL
algorithm. In addition, DDPG is also ideal for continuous action spaces. The success of the RL
algorithm depends on the formation of rewards. If the reward function is adequately formulated, these
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rewards are further used to guide the RL controller (agent) and help the agent learn the best strategy
to obtain the most significant reward signal. We implement and investigate the proposed system with
MATLAB, Python, and libraries named TensorFlow, Numpy, and Matplotlib.
3.4 Reinforcement Learning and Control Systems

System learning strategy behavior is essential for linking RL with the control system. The policy
observes the environment and takes action to accomplish the given task in the best way. This operation
is similar to the function performed by the controller in the control system. Fig. 3 represents the
closed-loop diagram of RL that can be implemented in terms of a closed-loop control system. In
this implemented scheme, we have used an environment (considered as a plant), an agent (equivalent
to the controller) to calculate action at by noticing the environment at every state st And a reward
(similar to feedback) signal defines the good and bad events for the RL agent while interacting with
the environment.

Figure 3: RL-based closed-loop system

4 Results and Discussion

We have conducted simulations to check the proposed RL algorithm performance by testing
SISO system at 50 rpm DC motor speed. Moreover, different training sets and rewards are used in
simulations that show the algorithm applies to more training sets. In addition, the error has been
regarded as a state between the target output (50 RPM) and the actual speed.
Training the model requires a different number of episodes and further tests the trained model to
check whether the algorithm has learned an excellent optimal strategy or needs more episodes to train.
In Tab. 2, we have shown the similarities between RL and the control system. While Tab. 3 presents the
parameters of training data, including length of state vector, length of action vector, number of steps
in each episode, and number of episodes in the system model. Initially, a smaller amount of training
has been performed on available data to check if the agent can learn the best strategy in these training
sets or needs more training sets to learn the best strategy.
4.1 Training

The training of the system has been done by setting the last line (mode) of configuration file to
1 and setting the number of episodes as needed. Additionally, Python RL Server has been executed
in the Simulink model (Run). Initially, ten training sets are selected to train the learning agent. The
simulation results of the trained system are shown in Fig. 4 and the list of parameters used to train
SISO system on ten sets are listed in Tab. 4.
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Table 2: Similarities between RL and control system
Control systems

Reinforcement learning

Controller
Plant (system)
The reference signal, a measurement signal
Control actions
The error signal, minimization of steady-state
error
Adaptation mechanism of an adaptive controller

Policy
Environment
Observation
Actions
Reward
Learning algorithm

Table 3: List of parameters to train (SISO system) at 10 episodes
State vector length

1

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

1
75
10
1

Figure 4: Training of DDPG for ten episodes (SISO system) and its reward
4.2 Testing

The testing has been done by setting the last line (mode) of the configuration file to 0 and setting
the number of episodes (4th line) if required. Use more episodes for training and less for testing if
needed. The minimum training episodes required by the proposed DDPG algorithm are three (03) as
the reward function is directly linked with the number of training episodes. If the number of training
sets increases, the agent will have more time to explore the environment by learning the best strategy
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that provides positive rewards to obtain the desired output. With a small number of training sets, the
agent may not realize the best strategy due to a lack of exploration time.
Table 4: List of parameters for testing (SISO system)
State vector length

1

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

1
75
3
0

Since the proposed system is suitable for high-dimensional problems, the training set should be
arranged according to the problem formulation. In Fig. 4, the x-axis shows the number of training
sets and the y-axis indicates the rewards obtained on these training sets. It is observed that the
agent received 20 rewards in 10 training sessions that can be further verified from Fig. 5. The test
graph clearly shows minimized agent’s error. Moreover, Tab. 3 lists the test parameters of the learning
algorithm on the SISO system. In Fig. 5, the x-axis represents the number of steps in each episode,
while the y-axis represents the performance of DDPG (SISO system). In further, it is used to evaluate
errors in displaying the learning strategy graph. According to the prescribed strategy, it considers the
required SISO system speed error.

Figure 5: Testing of DDPG system
Fig. 5 also shows that the learning algorithm does not minimize the error because the training
time of the algorithm to learn the optimal strategy is limited. Hence, it is unable to identify optimally.
Therefore, rerunning the simulation with a more significant number of training steps allows exploring
an ideal policy. Tab. 5 lists the parameters chosen to train the system at 50 episodes. The model has been
trained again for more episodes by entering parameters in the configuration file. The x-axis in Fig. 6
shows the learning curve segments, while y-axis represents the rewards for 50 segments. Moreover,
Fig. 6 illustrates that by increasing the training sets, the proposed algorithm obtain more rewards. The
configuration parameter are reset in configuration file by changing its (configuration file) mode to 0
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for testing. In Fig. 7, x-axis shows the number of steps in each episode, and the y-axis carries the error
assessment.
Table 5: List of parameters for training (SISO system) at 50 episodes
State vector length

1

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

1
75
50
1

Figure 6: Training of DDPG for 50 episodes (SISO system) and its reward

Figure 7: Testing performance of DDPG (SISO system) for evaluating the error
Fig. 7 further shows by increasing training sets, the algorithm explores the environment through
learning and obtaining positive rewards that minimize the error. Next, the parameters of 70 training
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sets are considered and a similar pattern is followed. Tab. 6 shows the list of parameters used to train
70 sets in SISO system.
Table 6: List of parameters for training (SISO system) at 70 episodes
State vector length

1

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

1
75
70
1

In Fig. 8, the x-axis shows the learning curve segment, and the y-axis shows the reward for
70 training segments. As the training sets are increased algorithm learns more and the reward also
increases. The trained SISO based algorithm has been implemented by resetting parameters in the
configuration file by keeping test mode as 0. In Fig. 9, x-axis shows the steps, and y-axis indicates the
70 sets of error evaluations of the trained model.

Figure 8: Training of DDPG for 70 episodes (SISO system) and its reward
Fig. 9 shows how the learning algorithm learns the best strategy because it minimizes the error to
approximately zero. Tab. 7 illustrates approximately zero error by increasing the system’s training set
that validates the proposed algorithm and proved it an optimal approach to maximize the reward.
The different number of sets are used to train DDPG and the performance matrix has been
checked. We have opted 70 training sets to train the system. The parameters shown in Tab. 8 are used
to train 70 sets of the MIMO system. Moreover, the x-axis in Fig. 10 shows learning curve episodes
and the y-axis illustrating rewards for 70 episodes.
Yet again, Fig. 10 illustrated that the algorithm obtained more rewards by increasing the training
sets. The learned algorithm on the MIMO system uses Tab. 9 in the configuration file that again sets
the configuration mode file to 0.
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Figure 9: Testing the performance of DDPG (SISO system) for evaluating the error
Table 7: RL results for SISO system using DDPG
Training episodes

50

70

Rewards
Error

42k
0.5

44k
0.000004

Table 8: List of parameters for training (MIMO system) at 70 episodes
State vector length

2

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

2
75
70
1

The x-axis in Fig. 11 represents the steps and the y-axis presents the error evaluation of the trained
model for 70 episodes. The said figure also shows that the algorithm would learn more by receiving
positive rewards and minimizing the error by increasing training episodes.
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Figure 10: Training of DDPG for 70 episodes (MIMO system) and rewards

Table 9: List of parameters for testing (MIMO system)
State vector length

2

Action vector length
Number of steps per episode
Number of episodes
Mode (1 = training, 0 = testing)

2
75
3
0

Figure 11: Evaluating error of MIMO system
The x-axis in Fig. 12 shows the learning curve episodes and y-axis represents the rewards for 80
episodes. Fig. 12 also indicates that the algorithm is learning positively by receiving rewards.
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Figure 12: Training of DDPG for 80 episodes and evaluation of error of MIMO system (a) DDGP
system (b) MIMO systems
In Fig. 13, x-axis illustrates the steps and y-axis indicates the error evaluation. It depicts the
algorithm finally finds the best strategy to maximize the reward function by setting the error to 0.
Tab. 10 shows the result of the MIMO system.

Figure 13: PID response to SISO system
4.3 Proportional Integral Derivative Controller (PID)

The PID system consists of three primary proportional integral differential coefficients. These
coefficients are adjusted to obtain the best response. It is widely used as a control loop feedback
controller in control system problems. The closed-loop control system gets a stable design under the
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set point or desired value [27]. For motor speed control using PID as the controller, please set the
following PID parameters given in Tab. 11.
Table 10: Results of MIMO (2D movement) system
Training episodes

70

80

Rewards
MIMO (Error)

5500
(0.2,0.2)

7k
(0,0.01)

Table 11: PID controller parameters
Proportional

P

0.2

Integral
Derivative

I
D

1.0
0.06

As given in the close loop diagram, suppose that the proposed plant is a motor. Desired value (50
RPM) is given to the system. Hence, the controller may reduce the error in the direction of optimal
value. Moreover, its performance is measured by plotting the graph of actual and desired speed in
the workspace. Fig. 13 shows PID results using SISO system (DC motor) while the time has been
demonstrated on x-axis, and y-axis shows desired speed, actual speed, error, and control input.
4.4 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

LQR provides design techniques for practical feedback systems. It uses the state feedback method
for controller design. Fig. 14 illustrates the result of LQR on DC motor while x-axis shows time, and
y-axis represents the desired speed, actual speed, error, and control input.

Figure 14: LQR response to SISO system
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The simulation results of PID and LQR on the SISO (DC motor) system show that the proposed
RL algorithm (DDPG) performance is almost as good as PID and LQR. The summary of the results
for control system controllers and DDPG for error minimization between the desired and actual speed
of the motor is given in Tab. 12.
Table 12: Error comparison of DDPG with PID and LQR for SISO system
Method/System

PID (Error)

LQR (Error)

DDPG (Error)

SISO

0.0004

0.11

0.000004

The findings of proposed DDPG study are significant, however it has some limitations while
improving performance. Since the presented model is a model-free RL model that requires many
training sets and more simulation time to find the best strategy of solving complex problems. It is
an off-policy algorithm in which the agent can be explored independently of the learning algorithm.
Therefore, the DDPG is considered more suitable for high-dimensional continuous action space.
5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a DDPG algorithm for setpoint tracking (minimizing errors) in the continuous domain on SISO and MIMO systems. The proposed algorithm has been validated through
software architecture executed using python 3.6 and simulation using MATLAB/Simulink. It includes
a framework for synchronous communication between Python (running as a server platform) and
Simulink (a client platform) programs allowing direct control of any plant. The comparative analysis
between DDPG, PID and LQR controllers confirms the efficacy of the proposed system as the tracking
error of DDPG is measured as 0.000004 where the PID and LQR are remained at 0.0004 and 0.11,
respectively. Furthermore, the results inferred that RL performs well in the control process. However,
the performance of AC algorithms (i.e., DDPG) can be further improved by increasing the number of
training sets. By increasing the training time, the algorithm would learn the best strategy to maximize
the performance of the system. The proposed method has been tested on linear systems, and it can be
further extended to nonlinear systems in the future.
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